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Cutters Studios is an international creative company that provides top-tier production, post-production and creative development
services for causes, brands, studios, networks and agencies. From production, editorial, audio mixing and sound design, to visual effects
and motion graphic design and on to color and finish, Cutters Studios is capable of taking any project from concept to distribution.
Headquartered in Chicago with company-owned offices in New York, Los Angeles, Detroit, Kansas City and Tokyo, Cutters Studios is an
award-winning company with a deep history of providing compelling creative work to the national advertising community. Formed in 1980
by current President and CEO Tim McGuire, Cutters Studios has been a trusted creative partner to the advertising industry for nearly forty
years. At the core of Cutters Studios lies the unparalleled talent of creative professionals united around a common focus: provide our
clients with the most creative product possible.
Each individual discipline of production, post production and interactive stands on its own as a leader in its field, while maximizing the
resources and strengths of the Cutters Studios foundation. Led by acknowledged specialists and pioneers in their respective disciplines,
each individual brand is well established among the world’s best. What makes us unique is the way the creative talents of all brands can
be brought together on any given project, providing a transparent and highly efficient all-in-one scope of services for our clients.
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Cutters is a high-end editorial
boutique and the flagship brand
of our companies. Staffed with 30
award winning editors, Cutters has
the sophistication and creativity to
bring any style of message to life.
Located in Chicago, New York,
Detroit, Los Angeles, Kansas City
and Tokyo; our editors are
available to cut anywhere in the
world as we have worked from
Tokyo to South Africa.

Another Country is the audio
division specializing in sound
design, mixing, and recording.
With nine state-of-the-art audio
suites and a staff of awardwinning sound designers and
mixers, Another Country
provides the absolute
highest level of audio post
production available in the
market today.

Flavor specializes in design,
motion graphics, visual effects,
compositing, 3D animation and
film manipulation for television
commercials, broadcast,
cinematic releases, music videos,
trade shows, digital signage and
the web. The essence of Flavor is
talented and creative artists,
compositors and producers who
work closely with clients to bring
fresh and compelling imagery
to life on every project.

Dictionary Films offers a talented
roster of award-winning directors
for the North American and Asian
markets. Serving as a stand-alone
production company or as a
turnkey solution with our sister
companies, we are solution
experts. We are always working to
find the right balance between
creative and budget.

cutters.com

anothercountry.net

flavor.tv

dictionaryfilms.com
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Cutters Studios has offices in the top advertising markets in the U.S. along with Tokyo, Japan. With projects being shot in various locales and
schedules often times being tight, it is common for work to begin in one of our offices and move to another. Our offices are strategically located,
efficiently connected and when combined with a mobile creative staff, we provide a compelling solution for our agency partners. We are proud of the
geographic footprint we have developed at Cutters Studios – and yet we take pride in overcoming borders and boundaries. With a combination of a
mobile creative workforce, leveraging of technology, and consistent workflows in our locations, we are able to offer solutions and pricing to clients that
are location-transparent.

New York

Chicago

Los Angeles

Detroit
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Tokyo

Our beautifully designed
New York boutique sits in
the heart of lower
Manhattan’s trendy SoHo
neighborhood.

The Chicago office is ideally
located in the River North
neighborhood in downtown.
Serving as the company’s
headquarters, we’re
just
minutes from all the major
agencies in the city.

Our Los Angeles space is
located in the Santa Monica
creative community. The
office serves all agencies in
the western U.S. and
frequently acts as a starting
point for
out-of-market
projects that need to begin
the post process while
shooting in the LA area.

Similar in scope and size to
the Chicago offering, the
Detroit office is located in
Oak Park with a satellite
downtown and offers a full
complement of production
and post production as well
as digital services.

Our Kansas City office is
located in the newly restored
Historic Hemingway Building
in the heart of the
Crossroads District. We are
excited to be a part of the
creative rebirth that has
taken hold in Kansas City
over the past few years.

Conveniently located in the
Ebisu district, with a mix of
American and Japanese
talent with fluent bilingual
capabilities, the Tokyo office
provides an excellent option
for agencies and companies
with creative needs in the
Asia-Pacific region.
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many clients.

